Armor Optics high performance safety eyewear is precision engineered to exceed the high impact requirements of ANSI Z87.1. Choose from traditional styles or our highly popular sporty models. Whichever you choose, you’ll find that all of our safety glasses and goggles offer outstanding protection, clarity of vision and wearing comfort.

**Traditional Safety Glasses**
For basic safety eye protection in the workplace or classroom, try our line of traditionally styled high performance safety glasses and goggles.

- **Legacy I S80**
  - Nylon frame.
  - Extendable temples.
  - Rounded lens bottom.

- **Legacy V S80A**
  - Nylon frame.
  - Extendable and ratcheted temples.
  - Rounded lens bottom.

- **Legacy III S39**
  - Nylon frame.
  - Extendable temples.
  - Squared lens bottom.
  - Also available in a junior size for smaller faces.

Unless otherwise indicated, all of our safety eyewear have zero distortion, hard coated, scratch resistant polycarbonate lenses which filter out 99.9% of UVA and UVB light. Available in assorted lens colors, and some with anti-fog coating. Darker lenses are great for use as sunglasses, too!

**Traditional Safety Goggles**
Our traditionally styled goggles have a PVC frame with an adjustable elastic strap and provide great protection.

- **Poseidons G2910**
  - Traditional safety goggles with direct vents.

- **Poseidons II G6810**
  - Traditional safety goggles with indirect vents for chemical / splash protection.

**Traditional Visitors Glasses**
Frameless and durable, our visitors spectacles are a great alternative for both ongoing and occasional use in that they are sized to fit over many prescription eyeglasses.

- **Vestas V88**
  - Basic visitors spectacles.
  - Uncoated lenses.

- **Vestas II V30**
  - Larger visitors spectacles. Rounded.
  - Uncoated lenses.

- **Vestas III V57**
  - Larger visitors spectacles. Squared.
  - Uncoated lenses.
Armor Optics high performance safety eyewear is precision engineered to exceed the high impact requirements of ANSI Z87.1. Whether you need eyewear that is designed for smaller faces or eyewear that can fit over extra large prescription glasses, we have the styles for you. Find it hard to see when working up close? Then try our bifocal safety reading glasses!

**Bifocal Safety Reading Glasses**

Bifocal safety glasses are a great option for vision impaired users. With magnifying diopters placed on the lower portion of the lenses, these glasses are great for situations where eye safety is necessary but the wearer also needs assistance to read or see objects up close.

- Two great styles of bifocal safety glasses: VenusX and Hydras
- Lens powers of +1.0, +1.5, +2.0, +2.5 and +3.0
- Lens colors of clear, sunglass grey, and indoor-outdoor
- Nylon frame, a soft nosepiece, and soft temple tips.

---

**Assorted Lens Colors**

- CLEAR
- LT BLUE
- AMBER
- LT GREY
- DK GREY
- MOCHA
- ORANGE
- VERMILION
- PINK
- POLARIZED
- SILVER MIRROR
- COLOR MIRROR
- BLUE MIRROR
- RED MIRROR
- POLARIZED

**Safety Glasses - Special Sizes**

Our safety glasses come in a number of different sizes. Our junior sizes, available in the most popular lens colors, are designed for narrower faces. We also have a few styles that have a wider and deeper lens structure in order to accommodate prescription glasses. Many standard styles also have extendable and ratcheted temple arms to adjust the glasses for the best fit over your ears.

**Chirons Junior** S28JR
- For smaller faces
- Frameless
- Wraparound style

**Legasy Junior** S39JR
- For smaller faces
- Nylon frame
- Extendable temples

**Cronos Junior** S19JR
- For smaller faces.
- Nylon frame.
- Extendable temples,
- Soft nosepiece for wearing comfort

**Ogles** S8210
- Extendable and ratcheted nylon temples
- Oversized to fit over prescription glasses

---

**Our safety glasses come in a number of different sizes. Our junior sizes, available in the most popular lens colors, are designed for narrower faces. We also have a few styles that have a wider and deeper lens structure in order to accommodate prescription glasses. Many standard styles also have extendable and ratcheted temple arms to adjust the glasses for the best fit over your ears.**
Armor Optics high performance safety eyewear is precision engineered to exceed the high impact requirements of ANSI Z87.1. Choose from traditional styles or our highly popular sporty models. Whichever you choose, you’ll find that all of our safety glasses and goggles offer outstanding protection, clarity of vision and wearing comfort.

**Stylish Safety Glasses**

- **Furies S78**
  - Popular wraparound style.
  - Available in assorted lens colors

- **MercuryX S25**
  - Metal frame with nylon temple tips
  - Available in assorted lens colors

- **Orions S74**
  - Extensible nylon temples
  - Dual lenses
  - Available in popular lens colors

- **Europas S22**
  - Extensible and ratcheted nylon temples
  - Available in assorted lens colors

- **Junos S11**
  - Extensible and ratcheted nylon temples
  - Available in popular lens colors

- **Titans S13**
  - Rugged frame with soft temple tips
  - Built-in side shields
  - Available in popular lens colors

**Adjustable Safety Glasses**

- **Furies S7822M**

- **Europas S2218**

- **Junos S1110**

- **MercuryX S2514z**

Assorted lens colors are available in every style.
Stylish and Adjustable Safety Glasses

**Neptunes S14**
- Extendable temples
- Soft nosepiece and soft temple tips
- Streamlined lenses
- Available in popular lens colors

**Gorgons II S55, Gorgons III S54**
- Extendable temples
- Soft nosepiece
- Streamlined lenses
- Gorgons III have ratcheted temples
- Available in popular lens colors

**Gorgons S56**
- Extendable temples
- Soft nosepiece
- Eyelet holes on temple tips
- Available in assorted lens colors

**Circes S2016**

**Circes S20**
- Extendable and ratcheted nylon temples
- Soft nosepiece for extra wearing comfort
- Available in popular lens colors

**Cronos S19**
- Extendable nylon temples
- Soft nosepiece for extra wearing comfort
- Also available in a junior style for smaller faces
- Available in popular lens colors

**Pythons S12**
- Extendable and ratcheted nylon temples
- Soft nosepiece for extra wearing comfort
- Available in popular lens colors

**Electras S214z, Electras II S213**
- Extendable nylon temples
- Electras have streamlined lenses
- Electras II have ratcheted temples with eyelet holes on the tips
- Soft nosepiece for extra wearing comfort
- Available in popular lens colors

**Gorgons S5612**

We carry a wide selection of sporty styles of our Armor Optics high performance safety eyewear. Not only do they look good, but with extendable and ratcheted temples and soft nosepieces, they’ll fit well and feel good, too. Available in a number of different lens colors, you’re sure to find the style for you!
Check out our cool looking and popular styles of Armor Optics high performance safety eyewear. Our Aries model beats the competition hands down for protection and extended wear comfort. You need a lens color? We’ve got it! Two of our popular styles are also available with bifocal reading lenses as well as polarized lenses!

**Stylish and Popular Safety Glasses**

**Aries, S10**
- Our top selling, wrap-around style
- Hugs contour of face for maximum protection
- Soft nosepiece and soft temple tips for extra wearing comfort
- Available in a wide assortment of lens colors

**Chirons S28**
- Popular wraparound style.
- Available in a wide assortment of lens colors
- Junior size available, too!

**Janus, S75**
- Soft nosepiece and soft temples tips
- Available in a wide assortment of lens colors

**E-Rock, S24**
- Larger version of Aries style
- Soft nosepiece and soft temple tips
- Integrated side shields
- Browguard
- Available in popular lens colors
Check out our cool looking and popular styles of Armor Optics high performance safety eyewear. Both our HYdras and VenusX models are available with bifocal lenses. Both our Typhon and Hydras styles are available with polarized lenses. Replacement lenses are also available in selected lens colors for the VenusX and Typhon styles.

**Stylish and Popular Safety Glasses**

**Typhon, S71**
- Soft nosepiece and soft temples tips
- Available in popular lens colors
- Also available with polarized lenses

**Hydras, S77**
- Soft nosepiece and soft temples tips
- Available in popular lens colors
- Also available with polarized lenses
- Also available with bifocal lenses

**VenusX, S76**
- Soft nosepiece and soft temples tips
- Available in an assortment of lens colors
- Also available with bifocal lenses
- Replacement lenses in the most popular lens colors are also available
Armor Optics high performance safety eyewear is precision engineered to exceed the high impact requirements of ANSI Z87.1. Choose from traditional styles or our highly popular sporty models. Whichever you choose, you’ll find that all of our safety glasses and goggles offer outstanding protection, clarity of vision and wearing comfort.

**Padded Safety Glasses**

Chirons S28P
- Popular wraparound style
- Padded foam on inner side of lenses for extra protection
- Available in assorted lens colors

**Sporty Safety Goggles**

- Our sporty ANSI Z87 safety goggles provide great protection in a low profile, compact style for extra convenience
- Foam-padded eyecups
- Adjustable strap
- Small vents to the temple side of each lens help minimize fogging
- Model G31 is designed with a hinged nosebridge so the goggles can be folded to fit easily into your shirt pocket.
- Available in assorted lens colors, including IR shades for welding

**Convertible Padded Safety Glasses / Goggles**

- Three styles of protective eyewear that can be converted back and forth between glasses and goggles
- Foam padding insert that clips onto the nosepiece can be easily snapped on and off
- An optional clip-on strap is available for the Eos model to convert it from a glasses to a goggles style of eyewear
- Our Chameleos models come complete with both temple arms and adjustable straps. Remove the temple arms, and snap in the strap and your stylish glasses have instantly been changed into high performance goggles!
- Available in popular lens colors

Our eyewear is not only great for industrial applications, but also can be used for casual outdoor activities where it is important to keep wind and dust out of your eyes, such as jogging, cycling, boating, etc. All of our padded glasses, sporty goggles, and convertibles are available with clear lenses as well as tinted lenses for outdoor use.